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Abstract

We apply recently developed techniques for pattern recognition to construct a generative model for chemical structure. This approach can be viewed as ligand based de novo design. We construct a statistical model describing the structural variations present in a set of molecules which may be sampled to generate new structurally-similar examples. We prevent the possibility of generating chemically invalid molecules, according to our implicit hydrogen model, by projecting samples onto the nearest chemically valid molecule. By populating the input set with molecules that are active against a target, we show how new molecules may be generated that will likely also be active against the target.

1 Introduction

In this article we detail a method of generating new chemical structures that offers a way to explore the chemical space1,2 near a set of structurally similar molecules. This type of exploration of chemical space often occurs in drug discovery but is difficult to perform effectively due to a...
combinatorial explosion in the search space. Our approach produces new chemical structures according to a statistical model of structural variation which is learnt from the structures present in an input set of molecules. Therefore, molecules generated using this model will be drawn from the distribution of molecular structures present in the input set. This is in contrast to virtual screening methods where the molecules are selected on the basis of a number of desirable properties.

Nevertheless, when the desired properties are structural in nature, as is the case in drug discovery, our method can produce novel molecules which exhibit the same structural traits. Given that the effectiveness of a drug is largely dependent on its structure, we expect that if the input set is populated with molecules that are effective against a target, then the molecules we generate will have a high probability of also being effective against the target. Thus, the approach could provide a method for lead identification.

The approach draws on ideas from de novo design techniques which are automated methods for producing chemical structures with certain properties. In reality, no one method is exhaustive and a number of lead identification techniques are often used in tandem such as high throughput screening (of molecules and fragments) and database searching. In terms of drug discovery, the properties required of a molecule are threefold. Firstly, the shape of the intended active site determines the overall structure of the molecule. Secondly, it must be possible to synthesize the molecule and thirdly, the molecule must be druglike.

De novo methods for ligand design have been in development for more than 15 years and have their roots in computer assisted chemical elucidation systems such as CHEMICS or CO-COA. Initially, methods only implemented the first requirement of the three outlined above, that is, imposing structural constraints on the generated ligands.

Early approaches built the ligands inside the active site starting from seed atoms. By joining either atoms (GenStar) or fragments (GroupBuild) to the seeds, a complete ligand could be produced that was complementary to the shape of the active site. LigBuilder used a similar approach but the process was controlled by a genetic algorithm. GROW used an incremental approach and avoided some of the complications of fragment assembly by only joining amino
acids. BUILDER\textsuperscript{17} searched a database of structures which were then superimposed in the active site. Ligands were found by tracing paths through the superpositions.

While all the above approaches construct the ligands with 3D constraints in place, 2D systems have also been proposed that make use of conversion algorithms to produce low energy 3D conformations from 2D descriptions during the process. In DBMAKER\textsuperscript{18} and BOOMSLANG\textsuperscript{19} generated molecules are described using SMILES strings and then converted into 3D structures using CONCORD. MOLMAKER\textsuperscript{20} uses a graph theoretic approach to enumerate all graphs with certain sets of vertex degrees. These graphs are then attributed with atom and edge labels and thus transformed into molecules.

More recently, attention has been paid to the requirement that \textit{de novo} methods should produce ligands that have a realistic synthesis routes. For example, DREAM++\textsuperscript{21} produces new ligands through user specified chemical reactions which are then checked for compatibility with the active site. TOPAS\textsuperscript{22} uses a large fragment library derived from current drugs and a restricted set of reactions to produce new structures. A template structure is presented to the system from which a number of new molecules are produced. An evolutionary algorithm is employed in which the best molecule from the current generation becomes the new template structure for the next generation. SYNOPSIS\textsuperscript{23} also employs a cyclic generation procedure where new molecules are added to a pool that is used to construct later molecules. SPROUT\textsuperscript{24} offers a three step approach to the problem; first a skeleton is constructed that represents the structure of the active site. Next, fragments with generic atom types are substituted into the skeleton and finally, real atoms are assigned to the generic atoms.

The third requirement of druglikeness is generally only assessed in \textit{de novo} methods through a simple filtering step based on a rule of thumb (e.g. Lipinski’s “Rule of Five”\textsuperscript{25}). However, a recent approach by Kutchukian et al.\textsuperscript{26} allows druglike molecules to be assembled according to the class of molecules the system is trained on, such as drugs or natural products.

In this work we focus on the first requirement of generating drug candidates, that is, structural requirements. By representing molecules as relational graphs we propose a method of constructing
a generative model for chemical structure. Since we will use only a set of active molecules as input, rather than information on the target receptor, our approach can be viewed as ligand based de novo structure generation.

In the pattern recognition domain we are often faced with the task of classification, that is, determining which class a particular sample belongs to. We view the problem of chemical structure generation as the reverse of classification; given a particular class of molecules, generate samples that belong to that class. We will therefore construct a statistical model of the data and sample from it to generate new examples. This process is well-understood when the data naturally resides in a vectorial form. However, we make use of relational graphs to represent 2D chemical structures and it is difficult to define the necessary statistical quantities such as the mean and variance of a set of graphs.

There have been several proposed solutions to this problem for generic graphs. One approach is to construct a canonical representation of each graph using a graph alignment algorithm and then embed each ordered graph in a vector space. A model is then constructed over the embeddings of the input graphs and thus generated samples appear in vectorial form. A reconstruction step is necessary to recover a graph from a generated vector. For some types of graphs this reconstruction step is the inverse mapping of the initial vectorization. However, in other cases a more complex reconstruction step can be required to recover an almost-correct sample into a valid representation. For example, if the model was trained with discrete graphs but allows vectors representing weighted graphs to be sampled, then a reconstruction step such as projection onto the nearest discrete graph is required. We term such generated samples that are invalid with respect to the trained data quasi-graphs (or quasi-molecules if the data represents chemical structures).

The situation is similar when chemical structures are considered. The model might be trained on valid chemical structures, but the possibility exists that quasi-molecules could be generated. This is seen in both computer assisted structure elucidation and computer assisted molecule design algorithms, whether the generated structure does not adhere to valence laws, has overlapping atoms when a 3D representation is considered or perhaps is simply invalid in terms of not having a
realistic synthesis route using current techniques.

In our approach we ensure that generated chemical structures are valid with respect to an implicit hydrogen model. We allow the possibility of sampling chemically invalid structures but correct these by projection onto the nearest valid structure chosen from a set of molecules (termed the projection set) which are constructed using a simple statistical fragment linking technique. More complex fragment assembly techniques are available but are out of the scope of our research. The subset of projection molecules that are mapped to from generated quasi-molecules are termed the generated set. To allow construction of the model using standard methods we employ a vectorial representation. This means that all molecules, quasi or otherwise, reside in the same vector space and this brings the added benefit of not requiring complex measures of graph similarity to perform the projection step.

The key idea is that although the set of projection molecules do not represent a sample from the input distribution, they are similar enough such that if we select a subset intelligently then those graphs in the subset are acceptable as samples. On the other hand, the set of quasi-molecules we create are drawn directly from the distribution of input molecules. We therefore find the subset of projection molecules that are suitable as samples by projecting a true sample from the input distribution (a generated quasi-molecule) onto the most similar “correct” molecule from the projection set. In this way we can approximate sampling the input distribution without the possibility of generating a molecule that is invalid with respect to our implicit hydrogen model.

Of course, we are designing molecules in 2D while the actual protein-ligand interactions take place in 3D. Therefore, there will be situations where a promising ligand does not bind as effectively as expected. However, for a given 2D representation there are only a limited number of valid 3D conformations that must be investigated. Indeed, 2D methods have been shown to be successful in the literature.

We assess the effectiveness of our method by using two data sets from the Directory of Useful Decoys (DUD). The first contains molecules that are complementary with an active site on the COX2 protein and the second considers the EGFR protein. With the generated set of molecules to
hand, we perform a docking of each generated molecule with the selected receptor on the protein. There are many tools available (FlexX, DOCK, LigandFit and GOLD) for performing docking and we use Fred. To provide comparative results we also perform a virtual docking of the entire input set, a random sample of molecules from the projection set, a subset of projection molecules determined using a fingerprint similarity method, and a random sample of molecules from a large set of decoy molecules for that particular receptor. To provide an evaluation measure that does not utilize docking scores, we test the ability of our method to generate known binders and compare this to a similar experiment based on fingerprint descriptors.

2 Method

We begin by giving an overview of our method, please consult Figure 1 for a diagrammatic description.

The first step is the construction of the projection set. To accomplish this we make use of the fragments present in the molecules of the input set. With the functional groups and carbon scaffolds to hand, we construct a simple statistical fragment model which allows the generation of new chemical structures. This procedure is discussed in Section 2.2.

We then turn our attention to the problem of performing alignment and computing the similarity of molecules. To model the distribution of the input molecules we will require an alignment of the molecules in the input set. This will allow us to construct a vectorial representation of each molecule and estimate a distribution on this vector set. Therefore, generated quasi-molecules will be of a vectorial form.

However, to compute the best mapping between the generated quasi-molecules and the projection molecules we will require a measure of similarity. Due to the vectorial form of the generated quasi-molecules, this must be computed in the vector space. Thus, the molecules of the projection set must also be embedded in the same vector space.

The result of this is that we require a global alignment over the molecules of the input and
projection sets. Due to the size of the projection set this step must be as efficient as possible while still producing high quality alignments. We describe our solution to this problem in Section 2.3.

The final step is to construct a model of the structural variations present in the input set. To do this we fit a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) over the vectorized set of input molecules. To estimate the parameters of the GMM accurately we work in a dimensionality-reduced version of the vector space. This is computed from the principle modes of variation present in the input and projection sets. New generated quasi-molecules are sampled from the GMM and then each is mapped to the most similar molecule from the projection set. The subset of projection molecules mapped to in this way are the set of generated molecules. This process is discussed in Section 2.4.
2.1 Molecule Representation

We represent molecules as attributed relational graphs. Formally, a graph \( G \) is defined to be a tuple \( (V, E, w_V, w_E) \) which has vertex set \( V \), edge set \( E \subset V \times V \), weight function on the vertices \( w_V : V \to [0, 1] \) and weight function on the edges \( w_E : E \to (0, 1] \).

We map chemical structures to graphs by using the weight functions \( w_V \) and \( w_E \) to label the vertices with atoms and the edges with bonds. Beginning from a set of input molecules represented by relational graphs and denoted by the set \( S \), we construct an adjacency matrix \( S_k \) for each graph \( S_k \in S \). The adjacency matrix of a graph is defined as follows:

\[
S_k(u, v) = \begin{cases} 
    w_V(u) & \text{if } u = v \\
    w_E(u, v) & \text{if } u \neq v \text{ and } (u, v) \in E \\
    0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

Weights are assigned to an atom \( (w_V) \) on the basis of the number of valence electrons it possesses. We consider two atoms to be similar if they have similar valence configurations. The edge weights \( (w_E) \) are assigned by bond strength, i.e. a double bond has a different weight than a single bond. We do not distinguish between different types of bonds (i.e. H-O and H-N bonds have the same weight) and all weights are scaled to the required numerical ranges given above. We adopt an implicit hydrogen model in which all Hydrogen atoms are removed from the input molecules. These can be added back later when complete molecules are required.

However, adjacency matrices constructed through the above process are unsuitable for forming the model. This is because there is no ordering on the vertices of the input molecules; the same vertex in different molecules may represent different structural information. This problem is solved in the alignment phase of our approach which places the vertices of all input molecules in a canonical order.

The graph represented by an aligned adjacency matrix may be transformed into a vectorial rep-
representation by stacking the columns of the matrix to form a vector\(^1\). To ensure the vector describing each molecule is the same length, the aligned adjacency matrices are padded to accommodate the size of the largest molecule. If the number of vertices in the largest molecule is \(n\), then the padded aligned adjacency matrices are of size \(n \times n\) and the vectorial representations are of length \(n^2\). For all results reported in this article, \(n = 40\).

### 2.2 Constructing the Set of Projection Molecules

The fundamental basis of our method is to generate new graphs (quasi-molecules) according to a generative model of the graphs, and then use a set of valid molecules to locate a similar molecule to the generated graph which has a valid chemical structure. We therefore require a method of generating chemical structures in a particular region of graph-space. We term this set of molecules the *projection set* with the symbol \(P\) since these graphs will form the range of the projection function that maps a generated quasi-molecule to a valid molecule.

The first step is to segment each graph in \(S\) into its constituent fragments. We then construct a model describing the probability with which each fragment appears in the input molecules. Finally, we use this model to construct the graphs in the projection set by repeatedly combining fragments identified in the first step with probabilities computed in the second step.

#### 2.2.1 Segmenting the Input Molecules

Graph segmentation is a well known topic in pattern recognition and computer vision and there are many algorithms that perform well at the task. Perhaps the best known algorithm is Shi & Malik’s Normalized Cut.\(^50\) However, for the purposes of segmenting chemical structures, a more specialized method is required that considers the chemistry of the molecule as well as the structure of the graph.

Drug discovery often proceeds by making small changes to drug-like molecules by altering

\(^1\)Although both representations describe a vector space, when we come to construct the model it is more intuitive to think of graphs as vectors than matrices.
their functional groups, in an effort to make the molecule bind more tightly to an active site or improve other desirable properties. Since the set of projection molecules will be built from the fragments identified in this step we would like the way we segment the molecules to reflect the way a molecule might be improved during the process of lead refinement. In practice this means that we wish to decompose molecules into functional groups and scaffolds.

The tool \textit{Chomp} \textsuperscript{51} provides the functionality we require. It takes a molecule file as a parameter and returns the set of fragments contained in that molecule. It is possible to specify specific fragmentation rules by providing a set of SMARTS rules as a parameter, however, in our experiments the default fragmentation rules were used. The result of applying Chomp to a molecule is seen in Figure 2. By applying Chomp to each molecule in the input set we can compute a function \( f(S_i, F_j) \) that gives the number of occurrences of a fragment \( F_j \) in an input molecule \( S_i \).
2.2.2 Constructing the Projection Molecules

With the set of fragments contained in each input molecule to hand, we can build the model describing the distribution of fragments in the input set. Using the fragment function $f$ from the previous step, we compute a probability distribution $P(F_i, j)$ which is an estimate of the probability that fragment $F_i$ occurs $j$ times in an input molecule.

The construction of each projection molecule then proceeds as follows; first, the distribution $P(F_i, j)$ is sampled for each $F_i$. The result of this is an indicator vector. An element $i$ of this vector indicates whether fragment $F_i$ should appear 0, 1, 2, ..., times in the new projection molecule. We use the term indicator vector here as it is not always possible to use all fragments described by the indicator vector in the construction of a molecule due to structural constraints.

The next step is to join the fragments. Starting with the fragment which has the largest number of connections, we iteratively join the fragments at random connection points, in descending order of the number of connection points in the fragment. This ordering ensures that as many fragments from the indicator vector as possible can be joined, but in some cases, the connection points may run out before all fragments are joined.

Note that although small active molecules are usually preferred in the context of drug discovery, we prefer to try to use all fragments contained in the indicator vector. This results in projection molecules that are similar in size to the input molecules. The reason behind this is that the projection molecules are used as the mapping targets of the generated quasi-molecules. Since the quasi-molecules are constructed by analyzing the input molecules, mapping targets that are more similar to those in the input set are preferred and will result in better mappings.

Although constructing projection molecules through the above process usually results in useful mapping targets, it can still be helpful to remove obviously useless targets at this stage. This can be done with a filter based on a coarse threshold on the average molecule size in the input set.

To summarize, the key aim of the process described in this section is to generate a number of different molecules which are reasonably structurally similar to the input set and can be used for the projection step of our algorithm. It is important to note at this point that, while these molecules
are structurally similar to the input set, this generation process does not have the finesse of our
generative model of structure which is described later in Section 2.4. The idea is that we use
the generative model of structure to prune the projection set down onto a much smaller and more
structurally interesting set. We show that this is indeed the case in the experimental section.

Finally, we note that there are many other possible ways that the projection set may be con-
structed. For example, the set could be mined from a large catalogue of molecules using a simple
similarity measure. Alternatively, a more complex fragmentation/combination process could be
used that models chemistry more accurately. Furthermore, the joining process proposed in this
section could be improved by testing different attachment locations and using a heuristic to choose
the best.

2.3 Aligning the Molecules

In order to compare graph structures in a consistent way, it is first necessary to compute a canonical
ordering for the vertices and then apply this ordering to the vertices of each graph. This process can
be accomplished by performing graph alignment. The result of applying graph alignment to the
graphs of the input and projection sets is that the vectorial descriptions computed for each graph
will now reside in the same region of vector space. Thus, these vectorial representations will now
be suitable for forming the basis of a model. Furthermore, since generated quasi-graphs will also
reside in this space, the mappings to projection graphs can be easily computed. We make use of
the Gold & Rangarajan\textsuperscript{35} graph alignment algorithm to compute all alignments.

However, it is not possible to align the molecules using a single representative due to the
large diversity in the projection set (and to a lesser extent the input set). Specifically, problems
occur when aligning structures of different size magnitudes. Therefore, we propose a hierarchical
solution to the alignment problem.

In our solution we use all molecules in the input set as representatives since we expect these
to be good examples of the structures present in the projection set. We construct a hierarchical
alignment over the molecules of the input set. This ensures that each alignment step takes place
between similar molecules where possible. Once the input set is aligned, we consider each projection molecule in turn by first aligning it to the input molecule $S_k$ that it is most similar to. This projection molecule can then be placed in global alignment by applying the same alignment steps that were used for molecule $S_k$.

The computational complexity of this procedure is dominated by computing the alignments, i.e. applying the Gold & Rangarajan algorithm\(^{35}\) to a pair of graphs. Thus, the following complexity descriptions are given in terms of the number of alignments that must be computed.

The success of our approach is directly related to how many molecules it is feasible to have in the projection set, and therefore, the addition of a new projection molecule should have low computational complexity. This is indeed the case as our hierarchical alignment only requires an amount of work linear in the size of the input set; the complexity of aligning the whole projection set is $O(|S| |P|)$. Adding in the work to compute the hierarchical alignment of the input set we require $O(|S|^2 + |S| |P|)$ alignments operations in total. In contrast, a full pairwise alignment requires $O((|S| + |P|)^2)$ alignment operations.

### 2.3.1 Hierarchical Alignment of the Input Set

To compute the hierarchical alignment of the input molecules we must compute the distances\(^{2}\) between all pairs of graphs in the input set. We record the distance between input graph $S_i$ and $S_j$ in the distance matrix $D(S_i, S_j)$. We construct the hierarchical alignment tree by computing the set of graphs that will be present at each level of the tree, starting from the deepest level first: $d$. Using the matrix $D$ we approximately solve the *stable roommates problem* which involves finding the set of pairings such that the total sum of the distances of the pairings is minimized. In each pairing the smaller graph will be aligned to the larger one and then the larger one moves up to the next level of the tree (at depth $d - 1$).

At depth $d - 1$ of the tree we have approximately $\frac{|S|}{2}$ graphs and we remake the distance matrix $D$ to include only graphs present at this depth. We recursively solve this problem until we are left

\(^{2}\)The distances are computed from the graph alignments.
with one graph that is the root of the tree, which by definition must be the largest graph in the input set.

Figure 3 shows an example alignment tree. Consider the alignment of graph $S_3$, it is the larger of its pair $(S_3, S_4)$ at the bottom level of the tree and thus no alignment is applied at this level. At the next level it is the smaller of the pair $(S_1, S_3)$ and it is therefore aligned to $S_1$. We are now at the root of the tree so no more alignments are necessary.

2.3.2 Hierarchical Alignment of the Projection Set

Applying the alignment to the projection graphs is very similar. We require the computation of a new distance matrix $D'$ of size $|S|$ by $|P|$ where the distance between input graph $S_i \in S$ and projection graph $P_k \in P$ is stored in $D'(S_i, P_k)$. We can then find the input graph $S_i$ closest to projection graph $P_k$. We align $P_k$ with $S_i$ and then the alignment proceeds up the tree as is the case for input graphs.

As an example consider the alignment of $P_1$ in Figure 3. We find that it is most similar to $S_3$ so it is initially aligned to this graph. Then, to place it in global alignment, the sequence of alignments for $S_3$ (described above) are applied.
2.4 Generating New Molecules

The key element of our method is a statistical generative model which can generate new graph examples from the same distribution as the input set. We produce a set of generated graphs by sampling from a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) which is constructed over the vectorized aligned adjacency matrices of the input molecules. We call the vectors sampled from this model quasi-molecules since, while they drawn from the distribution of input molecules, they are not legitimate molecular graphs. The quasi-molecules are then projected onto the projection set $\mathcal{P}$ of nearby molecules to find a valid molecular structure.

2.4.1 Fitting the GMM to the Input Data

The distribution of input molecules is too complex to model using a single multivariate distribution. Therefore, we make use of a GMM. However, the model parameters of a GMM are very difficult to estimate in a high dimensional space; such as the one in which the vectorised input and projection molecules reside. Hence, an important part of this step is the construction of an additional vector space.

This is computed by applying a principle component analysis (PCA) to the combined set of vectorised input and projection molecules. Thus, the key structural variations from both sets are captured in this vector space.

To put this formally, each aligned adjacency matrix $S_k$ that represents an input molecule, and each aligned adjacency matrix $P_k$ that represents a projection molecule are transformed into vectors $s_k$ and $p_k$ respectively. The vectorisation process is performed by simply stacking the columns of the adjacency matrices. With the vectors to hand we compute the PCA transform which results in a projection matrix $\Phi$ of eigenvectors and a mean vector $\mu$. We select the top $t$ components of the projection matrix resulting in a matrix $\tilde{\Phi}$ which is $\Phi$ truncated after $t$ columns. The value chosen for $t$ is dependent on the amount of sample data available. It represents a tradeoff between the complexity of finding the model parameters for the GMM and the amount of variance in the input and projection molecules which is explained by the PCA space.
Both the input and projection vectors may now be projected into this new space. Note that the prime symbol represents vectors in which reside in the computed PCA space.

\[ s'_k = \tilde{\Phi}^T (s_k - \mu) \] (2)
\[ p'_k = \tilde{\Phi}^T (p_k - \mu) \] (3)

We are now ready to fit a GMM to the input molecules. These are described by the set of vectors \( \{s'_1, s'_2, \ldots, s'_{|S|}\} \). We use the algorithm proposed by Figueiredo & Jain\(^{42}\) to estimate the GMM parameters. The algorithm is also capable of estimating the number of components in the mixture model. The output of the algorithm is a \( k \)-component multivariate normal distribution.

Using a single multivariate normal distribution \( p(x; \mu, \Sigma) \) with mean \( \mu \) and covariance \( \Sigma \) we can define a \( k \)-component multivariate normal distribution as follows:

\[ p_k(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} p(x; \mu_i, \Sigma_i) w_i \] (4)

The mixing weight \( w_i \) is the probability that a sample from the GMM would be drawn from component \( i \). As such the sum of the mixing weights must equal one \( \sum_{i=1}^{k} w_i = 1 \) for \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} : w_i \geq 0 \). Therefore, a component \( i \) of the GMM is represented by the triple \( (\mu_i, \Sigma_i, w_i) \) which denotes the mean, covariance and weight respectively.

In order to sample from component \( i \) of the GMM we require the set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors from covariance matrix \( \Sigma_i \), \( \Lambda_i \) and \( \Phi_i \) respectively. The eigenvectors describe the principle components of variance in the subset of vectors that make up this component of the GMM and the eigenvalues describe the variance of each principle component.

### 2.4.2 Sampling from the GMM

To sample from the GMM with distribution \( p_k(x) \) we first choose which component \( i \) should be sampled. The probability that component \( i \) is sampled is simply its weight \( w_i \). To sample from
component $i$ we generate a parameter vector $b$. This is produced by sampling from a number of 1D normal distributions with zero mean and variance determined by the diagonal values in $\Lambda_i$. If $\mathcal{N}(\text{Mean}, \text{Variance})$ is a 1D normal distribution then the parameter vector is computed as such:

$$b(j) \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \Lambda_i(j, j)) \quad (5)$$

We can then project the parameter vector $b$ on the components of the distribution $\Phi_i$ and add the mean $\mu_i$ to compute a vectorial representation of a new quasi-graph $g'_k$.

$$g'_k = \mu_i + \Phi_i b \quad (6)$$

### 2.4.3 Mapping the Samples to the Projection Set

We are now in a position to compute the nearest projection graph to each generated quasi-graph. We define a function $\rho$ that maps a generated quasi-graph to the graph from the projection set at minimum Euclidean distance.

$$\rho : g'_k \rightarrow P_j \text{ where } j = \arg\min_i \text{dist}(p'_i, g'_k) \quad (7)$$

Therefore, the final multiset of generated molecules $G_k \in \mathcal{G}$ is found by applying $\rho$ to each generated quasi-molecule, $G_k = \rho(g'_k)$. A multiset is used to allow repetitions of projection molecules since it is likely that a repeated molecule will indicate a statistically interesting molecule to explore.

### 3 Results

We make use of a number of experimental methods to evaluate our generative model of chemical structure. We begin with a visual inspection of the generated molecules. Next, we analyze the various molecule distributions by visualizing the first two dimensions of the PCA space. We can also visualize mappings between sets of graphs by overlaying them on the distribution plots. The
alignment process can provide information on the applicability of the molecules in the projection set, so we include histograms depicting what percentage of projection molecules map to each input molecule.

Using these results we will assess the performance of the hierarchical alignment step, the applicability of the projection molecules as targets for the mapping of the generated quasi-molecules, the suitability of fitting a GMM and the quality of the final generated molecules. We can further assess the quality of the generated molecules by applying them to our evaluation domain which is the task of docking molecules to active sites in proteins.

By using a set of molecules that dock with high affinity to the selected active site as input to our method, we hope to generate molecules that also dock with high affinity. Although we do not expect to replicate all of the pharmacological properties that the molecules in the input set exhibit, we do expect that the generated molecules will perform well in the docking test. We compute all docking scores using Fred and construct 3D representations of our generated molecules using Omega.

It is well known that the docking results can be misleading and sometimes not indicative of real-world binding affinity. Therefore, we include an experiment that is based on generating known binders and does not rely on docking scores. We begin by removing some of the molecules from the input set and adding, or hiding, these in the projection set. The enrichment rate is then the ratio of the fraction of hidden input molecules \( a \) in the generated set \( G \) to the fraction of hidden input molecules \( b \) in the projection set \( P \).

\[
\text{EnrichmentRate} = \frac{a}{\frac{|a|}{b}}
\]

To provide comparative results, we compute fingerprint descriptors for the molecules and use these to rank projection molecules by similarity to the input molecules. We use FP2 Daylight style fingerprints which are computed using OpenBabel and folded to 512 bits. For each projection molecule, the mean similarity to all input molecules is found using the Tanimoto coefficient and it is this mean value that is used to compute the ranking.
We would like to compare this enrichment result to an enrichment rate obtained using a fingerprint method. However, as the fingerprint method produces a ranking of projection molecules, rather than a subset, it is not directly comparable. To provide a level of comparison, we take the average number of molecules produced by our method over 10 runs; i.e., the mean size of the generated set. Let us call this number $|\tilde{S}|$. We then search in the top $|\tilde{S}|$ molecules as ranked by the fingerprint method for hidden input molecules and use this as the value for $a$ in Eq. (8).

We form our test sets from the Directory of Useful Decoys as follows. From the set of active ligands we remove any duplicates that may be present (the duplicates would manifest themselves as conformers of another active ligand and, since we are not using any 3D information in our process, they are superfluous). We then pre-process the ligands to remove all hydrogen atoms. Next, we use FredTool to setup the active site using a pre-docked ligand. Using this information we perform a preliminary docking of the set of active ligands and select all the top performing ligands above a threshold. These sets of ligands form the input to our model.

### 3.1 Results from the COX2 Data Set

Our first data set is based on molecules that are active against the COX2 protein. We begin by giving examples of the molecules used as input. Figure 4 shows the nine most effective binding molecules from the data set. Molecule $S_n$ has the $n$-th highest binding affinity. Figure 5(a) shows molecule $S_1$ docked in the active site. It is for this site that we aim to generate molecules that bind with high affinity.

The details for the results in this section are as follows. Using the preprocessing procedure described above, 39 input molecules were selected from the DUD data set. The projection set contained 500 projection molecules which were constructed by joining 45 unique fragments discovered in the input molecules using the procedure described in Section 2.2. The top 5 principle components were selected (parameter $t = 5$) to form the PCA space resulting in a total of 50% of the variance being explained. Using the GMM modeling the distribution of input molecules, 200 vectors were sampled that represent the generated quasi-molecules. These quasi-molecules were
mapped to the structures in the projection set resulting in a subset of 80 projection molecules on average being selected to form the final generated set. When using Omega, the average number of conformers for a molecule from the generated set was 50. For the enrichment experiments, 10 molecules were removed from the input set and hidden in the projection set resulting in the an input set containing 29 molecules.

Figure 4: Nine molecules from the COX2 data set. Molecule $S_n$ has the $n$-th highest binding affinity.

Figure 6 shows the top 6 highest-binding molecules that we have generated from this data set.
Figure 5: The active site of interest in the COX2 protein. In subfigure (a) molecule $S_1$ from Figure 4 (the molecule from the input set with highest binding affinity) is shown in its optimal pose as computed by Fred. In subfigure (b) molecule $G_1$ from Figure 6 (the molecule from the generated set with highest binding affinity) is shown in its optimal pose. Note the similarity of the computed poses.
Figure 6: Six molecules we have generated using our approach from the COX2 data set. Molecule $G_n$ has the $n$-th highest binding affinity.
Note the similarities of structure observed between the input molecules shown in Figure 4 and the molecules shown in Figure 6. Molecule \( G_1 \) is shown docked in the active site in Figure 5(b). Note that in molecule \( G_6 \) there is a non-existent functional group. This is an artifact of our fragment joining process combined with the removal of Hydrogen atoms.

We now show PCA plots allowing us to view the various distributions constructed throughout the process. The projection in Figure 7(a) shows the input molecules as red plus signs and the generated vectors from the GMM as crosses. In this case the estimation algorithm used two normal distributions to fit the data and these are indicated by ellipses. In this plot vectors have been sampled spanning the whole space of the input molecules and in areas where the input molecules are clustered, so are the generated vectors.

Figure 7(b) shows just the input and projection molecules. The color of each circle indicates the binding affinity of the projection molecule. The hierarchial alignments clearly have a large impact on the distances between molecules in the vector space and this can be clearly seen in the PCA plot. Notice the large cluster of input molecules in the middle right of the plot. This has arisen since the distances between alignments of these molecules are all relatively low values.

We can now begin to evaluate one of the main goals of this research: are the set of projection molecules close enough to the input distribution to effectively allow generated graphs to be mapped to them? In other words, do we have diversity in the projection graphs and are these diverse regions near clusters of input molecules? By a visual inspection of the PCA plot in Figure 7(b) we can see that this requirement has been suitably fulfilled. Another important aspect is that the projection molecules we constructed in the process are distinct from the input molecules, i.e. we are not just duplicating the input set. We have tested this and found no duplication of the input set in the projection set.

We can assess the effectiveness of the projection set further by considering the alignment step. Ideally, we would like approximately the same number of projection graphs to align to each input graph. This would indicate that we have constructed projection molecules that are close in distance to the whole range of input molecules. The histogram in Figure 8 shows the percentage of
Figure 7: PCA projections of the input, projection and generated sets using the COX2 data set. Subfigure (a) shows in the input set (plus signs) and the generated quasi-molecules (crosses) in the PCA space. Ellipses are also drawn indicating the normal distributions chosen by the GMM. Subfigure (b) shows the input set (plus signs) and the projection set (colored circles). In (c), the generated quasi-molecules (crosses) are also projected into this space. Finally, in (d) the chosen mappings between projection molecules and generated quasi-molecules are shown. The color of each projection molecule marker indicates the docking value, blue is low affinity and red is high affinity.
projection molecules that map to an input molecule. The large discrepancies of input graphs 6 (the largest) and 33 (the smallest) can be explained by the projection molecules that are significantly smaller and significantly larger than those in the input distribution. It is likely that a projection molecule falling outside the expected number of atoms will be aligned to either of these graphs.

We now consider the generated quasi-molecules both in the distribution they form and the mappings to the projection molecules. In Figure 7(c) we augment the previous plot with crosses to indicate generated quasi-molecules and, in Figure 7(d), we overlay mappings between generated quasi-molecules and projection molecules.

We see that the generated quasi-molecules cover the distribution of input molecules well, especially near the cluster on the right side of the plot. The remainder of the space is sparsely populated with input molecules and correspondingly the generated quasi-molecules also sparsely cover this space. The mixture of normal distributions seems an appropriate way to model this data. The mappings are appropriate, however, it is important to note that we are only visualizing 2 dimensions of
a larger space and even moving to 3 dimensions makes the mappings appear significantly better.

Near the cluster of input graphs on the right of the plot there are not enough projection molecules and thus many generated quasi-molecules are mapped to the same projection molecule. This indicates that there is not enough diversity in this area of chemical space. However, this could be resolved by populating the projection set with more molecules.

We now describe the results of applying this set of generated graphs to the evaluation domain, that is, docking them to the identified active site on the COX2 protein. As mentioned above, when using Omega, the average number of conformers for a molecule from the generated set is 50. This is a good result as there is plenty of conformational space for Fred to explore to find a high scoring docking pose. On the other hand, there is not too much conformational flexibility as to render the 2D description of the molecules unimportant.

Figure 9 shows the docking scores for five sets of 39 molecules sorted by score (each set is limited to 39 since this is the number of molecules in the input set). Unsurprisingly, the highest scoring set is the input set. The second highest scoring set is the set of generated molecules. Due to the stochastic nature of our approach, we report mean docking scores over 10 trials. The next highest scoring set are the projection molecules selected by the fingerprint approach as described in this section’s introduction. Note that the docking values are lower than those of the generated set and they tail off sharply at the end.

To provide further comparison we include the scores of two additional sets. The first is a random sample of 39 molecules from the set of decoys supplied with the DUD data set for the COX2 protein. This shows, as we would expect, that choosing a random sample of chemical structures results in a set of molecules that do not dock well with the active site.

The second data set is a sample of 39 molecules from the projection set (again, due to the stochastic approach, averaged over 10 trials). With this set we are showing that taking the projection set by itself is not enough to produce a set of molecules that dock with high affinity. In other words, the subset of the projection set that is produced by our method is superior.

The results of the enrichment experiments described in the introduction are as follows: our ap-
Figure 9: Docking scores for the COX2 data set. The first line represents the docking scores of the input molecules, and the second represents the docking scores of the generated molecules. Only the best 39 generated molecules are included. Next, the top 39 molecules selected by the fingerprint method are given. Finally, a random sample of 39 molecules from the projection and decoy sets are included. Within each set the molecules are sorted by docking score.

Our approach achieved an enrichment rate of 2.72 and the fingerprint approach achieved 3.44. To ensure that neither method received any bias in which input molecules were removed, the experiments were repeated with 10 different sets of input molecules being removed. Due to the stochastic nature of our approach, for each subset of input molecules that were removed, the experiment was performed 10 times and the results averaged.

The fingerprint method outperforms our approach slightly; however, the docking scores for our approach are superior. This shows that our approach finds structurally interesting molecules which are good binders (according to the docking scores) but are often different from those in the input set. In contrast, the fingerprint method is effective at selecting the hidden input molecules but is not able to find such a diverse set with high binding affinity.
3.2 Results from the EGFR Data Set

Figure 10: Nine molecules from the EGFR data set. Molecule $S_n$ has the $n$-th highest binding affinity.

We will present the results from the EGFR data set in the same format as those from the COX2 data set and therefore descriptions of the mechanisms of providing results will be brief in this section. Figure 10 shows 9 different molecules from the input set. Again, molecule $S_n$ has the $n$-th highest binding affinity for the EGFR active site. Figure 11(a) shows the molecule from the input set with highest affinity docked in the active site. It can be seen that the shape of the active
Figure 11: The active site of interest in the EGFR protein. In subfigure (a) molecule $S_1$ from Figure 10 (the molecule from the input set with highest binding affinity) is shown in its optimal pose as computed by Fred. In subfigure (b) molecule $G_1$ from Figure 12 (the molecule from the generated set with highest binding affinity) is shown in its optimal pose.
site differs considerably from the active site on the COX2 protein. This is unsurprising of course, however it’s more general shape will allow a larger set of molecules to dock successfully than the more specific shape of the COX2 active site. We will examine this issue more closely when we discuss the docking results.

The details for the results in this section are as follows. Using the preprocessing procedure described above, 110 input molecules were selected from the DUD data set. The projection set contained 1000 projection molecules which were constructed by joining 72 unique fragments discovered in the input molecules using the procedure described in Section 2.2. The top 5 principle components were selected (parameter \( t = 5 \)) to form the PCA space resulting in a total of 40% of the variance being explained. Using the GMM modeling the distribution of input molecules, 400 vectors were sampled that represent the generated quasi-molecules. These quasi-molecules were mapped to the structures in the projection set resulting in a subset of 192 projection molecules on average being selected to form the final generated set. When using Omega, the average number of conformers for a molecule from the generated set was 65. For the enrichment experiments, 30 molecules were removed from the input set and hidden in the projection set resulting in an input set containing 80 molecules.

Figure 12 shows the top 6 scoring molecules we have generated using this data set. Some of these molecules are very similar to those in the top scoring set of input molecules (Figure 10). Specifically \( G_1, G_3, G_4 \) and \( G_6 \) have the same bulky center structure with two smaller functional groups attached. Note that \( G_6 \) has been drawn differently due to the optimization based drawing algorithm. Molecule \( G_1 \) can be seen docked in the active site in figure Figure 11(b).

We will now show PCA plots beginning with Figure 13(a). This figure shows the input molecules and generated quasi-molecules in PCA space. Also shown are the components of the GMM which accurately represent the distribution of input molecules.

In Figure 13(b) it can be seen that we have successfully generated projection molecules covering the whole of the input space, and they are also clustered in the regions where the input molecules are clustered. The only issue here is that we have generated a large number of re-
Figure 12: Six molecules we have generated using our approach from the EGFR data set. Molecule $G_n$ has the $n$-th highest binding affinity.

dundant projection molecules in the bottom left of the plot which reduces the efficiency of this projection set.

As in the COX2 results we can use a histogram to assess whether the projection graphs are being generated over the whole space of the input graphs. Figure 14 shows the percentage of projection graphs that are mapped to a single input graph. Again we see quite uniform results with the exceptions being input graphs 15, 83 and 100 which have significantly more graphs mapped to them for the same reason as those of the COX2 data set.

In Figure 13(c) we show the generated quasi-molecules overlayed on top of the input and projection sets. The generated quasi-molecules span the space of input molecules well and although there are some outliers, there are not a significant number of them. Finally, in Figure 13(d) we show the matches between generated quasi-molecules and the molecules of the projection set.

We now discuss the docking results which are given in Figure 15. It is immediately apparent
Figure 13: PCA projections of the input, projection and generated sets using the EGFR data set. Subfigure (a) shows in the input set (plus signs) and the generated quasi-molecules (crosses) in the PCA space. Ellipses are also drawn indicating the normal distributions chosen by the GMM. Subfigure (b) shows the input set (plus signs) and the projection set (colored circles). In (c), the generated quasi-molecules (crosses) are also projected into this space. Finally, in (d) the chosen mappings between projection molecules and generated quasi-molecules are shown. The color of each projection molecule marker indicates the docking value, blue is low affinity and red is high affinity.
that the set of generated molecules docks well with this active site. As discussed earlier this is due to the more generic shape of this active site when compared to the COX2 active site. While the generated set appears to perform very well in comparison to the input set it is important to remember that the molecules of the input set have additional constraints imposed such as selectiveness of binding, druglikeness and valid synthesis routes. For example, ligands identified in the lead hopping process that bind with a great number of active sites must be discarded since they will interfere with the function of proteins other than the required target. We postulate that many of the generated molecules would display the same problem, however this is out of the scope of our research.

This view is reinforced when we consider the performance of the sample of decoys compared to the performance of the decoys in the COX2 active site. Recall from the COX2 docking results (Figure 9) that the performance of the decoys dropped off very quickly. In other words, we identified a few decoys that bound well but the majority performed poorly. Contrast this with the

Figure 14: A histogram showing the percentage of projection graphs that align to a specific input graph in the hierarchical alignment step.
Figure 15: Docking scores for the EGFR data set. The first line represents the docking scores of the input molecules, and the second represents the docking scores of the generated molecules. Only the best 110 generated molecules are included. Next, the top 110 molecules selected by the fingerprint method are given. Finally, a random sample of 110 molecules from the projection and decoy sets are included. Within each set the molecules are sorted by docking score. Note that the docking score axis does not begin at 0.

The performance of the decoys in the EGFR active site and we see that the decoys for the EGFR protein perform much better and do not tail off quickly in the same way as the COX2 decoys.\(^3\) This suggests that it is much easier for a random molecule to bind to the EGFR active site than the COX2 active site. The same result is seen when we consider docking a random sample of the projection set.

The fingerprint approach produces acceptable results but the docking scores are lower than those of the generated set. Moreover, they tail off sharply towards the end of the docking scores.

The enrichment results are as follows for this data set: our approach achieved an enrichment rate of 1.85 while the fingerprint method managed to achieve a rate of 4.43. Again our method

\(^3\)The sets of decoys are different for the two targets.
performs worse in this experiment for the reasons discussed as the end of Section 3.1. However, as the projection set is much larger for this data set the difference is exaggerated. This can be seen both in the docking results where our method outperforms the fingerprint method by a larger margin than in the COX2 data set, and in the enrichment results where the opposite is true. These results thus reinforce the conclusions drawn at the end of Section 3.1.

4 Conclusion

In this article we have proposed a method for constructing a generative model of chemical structure. The task of generating chemical structure is significantly harder than that of generating generic graphs due to the additional set of constraints governing what constitutes a valid chemical structure. The challenges this presents forces us to look at new ways of generating relational data through a projection step. In terms of generating drugs, we are only considering structural constraints in this work. The analysis of a synthesis route for generated molecules or the acceptability of molecules as drug candidates are not considered beyond the possibility of a simple filtering step for druglike properties.

The proposed method works by a three stage process. The first step involves the construction of a projection set of valid chemical structures near those of the input set in chemical space. The second step computes a global alignment of the input and projection sets that allows a vectorial description of each molecule to be produced. This makes the final step possible which consists of (a) constructing of the model, (b) sampling from the model and (c) mapping samples to the molecules of the projection set.

This method allows us to approximate sampling valid structures from the distribution of input molecules. The approximation arises from the step that maps true samples to molecules from the projection set. While this additional mapping step does introduce a small amount of error into our method we do not believe this to be significant and indeed we have shown that the molecules we generate are of high quality for the task they are designed for.
Furthermore, this error can be reduced by increasing the number of molecules in the projection set and therefore reducing the average distance of the mapping between a quasi-molecule and a molecule from the projection set. Another effect of this is that if these additional projection molecules are similar to those of the input set, then this allows the chemical space spanned by the input molecules to be explored in more detail. The hierarchical global alignment algorithm ensures that only a linear amount of work is required for each added projection molecule.

We have provided results for two different data sets. Using these data sets we have checked that (a) the molecules of the projection set are similar to those in the input set and are therefore suitable to be used as the range of our projection function, (b) the hierarchical alignment step results in ordered vectors that accurately describe the structures present in the molecules and (c) the molecules in the input set are well represented by a GMM.

Furthermore, the docking results show that if the input set is populated with molecules that are active against a target, then generated molecules are usually also successful at interacting with that target. This was true for active sites on both the COX2 and EGFR proteins when evaluated in a virtual docking environment. This result was reinforced when compared to the docking scores of a random sample of the projection set and a random sample of a decoy set. To provide some comparative results we also included the results of a fingerprint similarity method and showed that our method outperforms it at generating new molecules according to the docking scores.

To include an experiment that did not depend on the docking scores we considered the ability of the approach to generate known binders. These results were compared to those of the fingerprint method which outperformed our approach. However, as our method selects a more diverse and structurally interesting set of molecules than the fingerprint method, as evidenced by the docking results, it is less likely that it will generate known binders. It is the ability of our approach to select novel binders that hampers its chance of reproducing known binders.
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